We propose a definition of a Z2 topological invariant for magnon spin Hall systems which are the bosonic analog of two-dimensional topological insulators in class AII. The existence of "Kramers pairs" in these systems is guaranteed by the pseudo-time-reversal symmetry which is the same as time-reversal symmetry up to some unitary transformation. The Z2 index of each Kramers pair of bands is expressed in terms of the bosonic counterparts of the Berry connection and curvature. We construct explicit examples of magnon spin Hall systems and demonstrate that our Z2 index precisely characterizes the presence/absence of helical edge states. The proposed Z2 index and the formalism developed can be applied not only to magnonic systems but also to other non-interacting bosonic systems.
The classification and characterization of different phases of matter based on the topology of band structures has recently attracted considerable attention [1] [2] [3] . In general, different phases are distinguished by their topological invariants. The most famous example of such a topological invariant is the first Chern number [4, 5] , which is in one-to-one correspondence with the number of chiral edge states [6, 7] in quantum Hall systems [8] . Over the past decade, it has been recognized that this bulk-edge correspondence is not limited to systems with broken time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal symmetry and other discrete symmetries inherent in crystals lead to a variety of new topological invariants and a more refined classification of phases, which are protected as long as such symmetries are preserved [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The prime examples of topological phases protected by time-reversal symmetry are two-and three-dimensional topological insulators in class AII [24] [25] [26] [27] . These topological insulators possess a helical edge state which carries electrons with opposite spins propagating in opposite directions. In two dimensions, this results in the spin Hall effect. The topological invariant that characterizes the presence or absence of a helical edge state is called the Z 2 index. A model of topological insulator with a nontrivial Z 2 index was theoretically proposed by combining two copies of the Haldane model [28] so that the total system restores the time-reversal symmetry [24, 25] .
The successful studies on the topological phases of electrons have been extended to bosonic systems with fascinating phenomena such as the photon [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , phonon [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , magnon [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , and triplon Hall effects [57] . Of particular interest are magnons, which are the quasiparticles of spin waves. Magnons could be observed in real time/space in experiments [58] and have potential applications in spintronics, as they have long coherence and carry angular momenta. In fact, the intrinsic topological (thermal) Hall effect of magnons was confirmed by experiments [51] [52] [53] [54] immediately after the theoretical predictions [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . This leads us to expect that theoretical proposals in this field will find an experimental realization in a short period of time. To date, * kondou@cams.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp a variety of novel phenomena and states of matter related to magnons have been proposed. Examples include magnon spin Nernst effect [59] [60] [61] [62] , Dirac [63, 64] and Weyl magnons [65] [66] [67] .
Spin systems exhibiting the magnon spin Nernst effect without the thermal Hall effect [60] [61] [62] can be regarded as a magnon analogue of Z 2 topological insulators, where a helical magnon edge state is expected to exist. In this paper, we refer to such systems as magnon spin Hall (MSH) systems. The topological invariant that characterizes the presence or absence of edge states in MSH systems has not been fully identified. This is because time-reversal symmetry does not necessarily imply the Kramers degeneracy for bosonic systems. The only exceptions are systems in which the z-component of the spin S z (along the Néel vector) is conserved and the spin Chern number is well-defined [61] .
In this letter, we define a Z 2 index that characterizes the MSH systems by constructing Kramers pairs in bosonic systems. To demonstrate the validity of the Z 2 index, we study "ferromagnetic" kagome and antiferromagnetic honeycomb bilayer systems. The latter system can be thought of as a magnetic analogue of the KaneMele model [24, 25] . To our knowledge, this is the first example of the MSH systems without the conservation of S z . In both cases, we show numerically that the Z 2 index characterizes the presence or absence of the edge states and remains robust against small changes in parameters.
We start from a system of non-interacting bosons in two dimensions. Assuming translational invariance, a generic quadratic Hamiltonian describing the system is given by
Here, β
denotes boson creation operators with momentum k = (k x , k y ). The subscript N is the number of internal degrees of freedom in a unit cell, which we assume to be even. The 2N by 2N Hermitian matrix H(k) is a bosonic Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian.
In order to construct the bosonic analog of the class AII topological insulator, we introduce a pseudo-timereversal operator Θ ′ = P K where P is a k-independent paraunitary matrix and K is the complex conjugation. The operator Θ ′ and P satisfy the following relations:
Here, Σ z is defined as a tensor product Σ z := σ z ⊗ 1 N , where σ a (a = x, y, z) is the a-component of the Pauli matrix acting on the particle-hole space and 1 N is the N × N identity matrix. We require that a bosonic BdG Hamiltonian with the pseudo-time-reversal symmetry meets
Note that the operator Θ ′ satisfies Eq. (2) as in fermionic systems, while the conventional time-reversal operator [68] squares to +1 for bosonic systems. Explicit expressions for Θ ′ and H(k) will be given later in Eqs. (12) and (13) . The operator Θ ′ ensures the existence of "Kramers pairs" of bosons [69] [70] [71] thanks to Eq. (2) and a nontrivial inner-product for bosonic wavefunctions defined as
where φ and ψ are 2N -dimensional complex vectors and φ † is the adjoint of φ. See Supplemental Material [72] for the proof of the existence of "Kramers pairs".
Next, we introduce a definition of the Z 2 topological invariant for bosonic systems with the pseudo-time-reversal symmetry. For fermionic systems, there are various definitions of the Z 2 invariant [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] . Here we follow the formalism developed by Fu and Kane [73] .
Let Ψ n,1,+ (k) (n = 1, · · · , N /2) be an eigenvector of Σ z H(k) with eigenvalue E n (k) ≥ 0, i.e., a particle wavefunction. The normalization is fixed by the condition
The nth Kramers pair of bands is formed by Ψ n,l,+ (k) (l = 1, 2). The Kramers degeneracy at a time-reversal invariant momentum follows from the property of Θ ′ , i.e., Eq. (2). The particle-hole conjugates can be obtained as Ψ n,l,− (k) = Σ x KΨ n,l,+ (−k), where Σ x := σ x ⊗ 1 N . They are the eigenvectors of Σ z H(k) with eigenvalue −E n ((−1) l k) and satisfy Ψ n,l,− (k), Ψ n,l,− (k) = −1.
The Berry connection and curvature for the nth Kramers pair of particle-(hole-) bands is defined as
where
Here, ( · ) z represents the z-component of threedimensional vector in the parenthesis. The Berry connections of the particle bands and those of the hole bands are related to each other via A n,1,+ (k) = A n,2,− (k) and
Using A n,σ and Ω n,σ , the Z 2 index of the nth Kramers pair of bands is defined as
where EBZ and ∂EBZ denote the effective Brillouin zone and its boundary, respectively. The EBZ related to the time-reversal-invariant band structures describes one-half of the Brillouin zone (e.g., see Fig. 1 (b)). The pseudo-time-reversal symmetry leads to the Z 2 quantization of D n,σ for the same reason as in the fermionic case [73] . Equation (10) is our main result. Since the relation D n,σ = D n,−σ holds, we drop the subscript σ = ± in the following.
So far we have not specified the form of the Hamiltonian H(k). To demonstrate the validity of the Z 2 index defined in Eq. (10), we consider bilayer systems with collinear magnetic order. For such systems, the magnon creation operator β † (k) in Eq. (1) can be generally written as
The operator b † µn,l (k) creates a magnon on the sublattice µ n on lth layer. Here, we assumed that the system has N + M sublattices in each layer, namely, the spins on the sublattices α 1 , · · · , α N and β 1 , · · · , β M of the 1st (bottom) layer point in the +z and −z directions, respectively [The N (M ) spins point upward (downward) in a unit cell of the 1st layer]. The spins on the 2nd (top) layer have the directions opposite to those on the 1st layer. Now we introduce the following pseudo-timereversal operator:
The part σ z acts on the particle-hole space, while i σ y interchanges the top and bottom layers with an extra sign. With this Θ ′ , the most general Hamiltonian satisfying Eq. (4) takes the form:
where h i (k) and ∆ i (k) for i = 1, 2 are (N + M ) × (N + M ) matrices and satisfy h †
Intuitively, the symmetry of H(k) means that the system is invariant under the combination of time-reversal and interchange of the two layers. Our first explicit example of MSH systems is a "ferromagnetic" bilayer kagome system without net-moment. This is the case of N = 3 and M = 0. Here, we assume that the spins on the same layer are aligned in the same direction, while those in different layers are aligned in opposite directions due to the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling (see Fig. 1 (a) ). To realize such a system, we consider the following Hamiltonian
i ,
i denotes the spin at site i on the lth layer. The first and second terms of H (l) represent the ferromagnetic Heisenberg and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions between nearest-neighbor spins, respectively. The sign convention of ξ ij is such that ξ ij = +1 if the arrow of the link i, j points from i to j and ξ ij = −1 if the arrow points from j to i (see the orange arrows in Fig. 1 (a) ). Note that the Hamiltonian of each layer, H (l) , describes a single-layer kagome system, which exhibits the magnon (thermal) Hall effect [87, 88] . The remaining term H (inter) represents the interlayer antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interaction and the sum runs over the vertical spin pairs (see the dashed lines in Fig. 1 (a) ). Assuming the aforementioned magnetic order and applying the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, the Hamiltonian (14) becomes the same as Eq. (13) with
h 2 (k) = 0, ∆ 1 = J ′ S1 3 , and ∆ 2 (k) = 0. Here z = J + iD and p i = 1 + exp(i k · a i ) with a 1 = (1, 0), a 2 = (0, 1), and a 3 = a 2 − a 1 , as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . In the limit of J ′ → 0, the matrix h 1 (k) corresponds to the Hamiltonian of the single kagome layer. (14) with cylindrical boundary conditions ( Fig. 2 (a) ). We here plot only one of the Kramers pairs due to the double degeneracy of each band. The distinctive feature of the spectrum is the edge states (indicated by red color), which traverse the energy gaps. Correspondingly, using Eq. (10) and the numerical implementation described in [74] , we obtain that the Z 2 indices are 1, 0, and 1 from the lowest band to the highest band, i.e., D 1 = 1, D 2 = 0, and D 3 = 1. The indices remain the same by changing the parameters as long as the aforementioned magnetic order is stable. We also confirm that a topologically trivial phase with D n = 0 for each band is realized by adding a single-ion anisotropy term to the Hamiltonian Eq. (14) [72]. The relation between Chern numbers and Z 2 indices. Here, C n,1 (C n,2 ) denotes the Chern number of the band labeled by n, 1 (n, 2), while D n is the Z 2 index of the nth Kramers pair of bands for the bilayer kagome system [89] . Each Kramers pair with Z 2 index 1 consists of two bands with Chern numbers +1 and −1.
As is clear from Table I , the nontrivial values of the Z 2 indices come from the pair of Chern numbers [90], +1 and −1. In fact, due to the specific form of the Hamiltonian, we can think of the Z 2 index as the spin Chern number D n = 1 2 (C n,1 − C n,2 ) (mod 2), as in electronic systems with conservation of S z . Because of the pseudotime-reversal symmetry, the total Chern number of each Kramers pair vanishes, i.e., C n = C n,1 + C n,2 = 0. We note in passing that the Berry connection and curvature of a system consisting of two antiferromagnetically coupled ferromagnetic layers perfectly coincide with those of the two independent single layer systems without interlayer coupling As a second example of MSH systems, we consider a bilayer antiferromagnetic honeycomb lattice system which does not preserve S z as in the Kane-Mele model with a finite Rashba interaction [25] . Here, we assume the (perfect) staggered spin configuration with N = M = 1 (see Fig. 3 (a) ). The Hamiltonian of the system [91] is written as follows:
i,a (a = x, y, z) is the a-component of the spin at site i on the lth layer and J
x , and J DM is the DM interaction between next-nearest-neighbor spins. We assume that the couplings J (l) a (a = x, y, z) and J ′ are all positive. The sign conventions of ξ ij are shown by the orange arrows in Fig. 3 (a) . The remaining term H (inter) represents the interlayer antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interaction. The sum runs over the vertical spin pairs shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 3 (a) .
Using the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, the Hamiltonian (16) is written in the same form as Eq. (13) with a 1 − a 2 ) )], and γ k = 1 + e i k·a1 + e i k·a2 . Note that h 2 (k) does not conserve S z . As shown in Fig.  3 (a) , a 1 and a 2 are the primitive lattice vectors of the honeycomb lattice. Figure 3 (b) shows the magnon dispersion in a strip of the bilayer honeycomb lattice with zigzag edges. The helical edge states (shown in red) exist and traverse the energy gap, as in the kagome bilayer system. Applying Eq. (10) to the system, we find that the Z 2 index of each magnon band is unity, namely, D n = 1 for n = 1, 2 [92, 93] , reflecting the existence of the helical edge states. These helical edge states are expected to be responsible for the magnon spin Nernst effect studied in Ref. [60] if the XYZ term H In summary, we have defined the Z 2 index for the magnon spin Hall systems. We have also demonstrated the validity and robustness of the index in two cases, "ferromagnetic" kagome and antiferromagnetic honeycomb bilayer systems. We found that the value of the invariant D n = 1 (0) characterizes the presence (absence) of the nontrivial edge states. It is worth noting that the expression of the Z 2 index is applicable even in the system without the conservation of S z , i.e., the latter case. In addition, the topological phases of magnons in the proposed bilayer systems are robust against disorder in the interlayer antiferromagnetic couplings, as it does not break the pseudo-time-reversal symmetry Θ ′ .
The proposed Z 2 index will be useful for identifying the magnetic counterpart of class AII topological insulators in a wide variety of materials. 
Supplemental Material for: Z 2 Topological Invariant for Magnon Spin Hall Insulator
The existence of a Kramers pairs of bosons
In the main text, we introduce the pseudo-time-reversal operator Θ ′ = P K which satisfies Eqs. (2)-(3). In this section, we show that the operator ensures the existence of "Kramers pairs" of bosons. First, let us begin by the following eigen-equation of the BdG Hamiltonian:
Multiplying Θ ′ from the left side of Eq. (17), we obtain
and the eigenvectors Ψ n,l,σ (k) in Eq. (24) can be written as
Here, θ n (k) is defined as
Then the paraunitary matrix T (k) and the diagonalized Hamiltonian are given by 
In the limit of J ′ → 0, Ψ n,l,σ (k) coincides with the nth eigenstate of the lth layer. The two eigenvectors Ψ n,1,σ (k) and Ψ n,2,σ (k) form a "Kramers pair" of magnons. The Berry connection and curvature of bosonic system described by the BdG Hamiltonian [50] is defined by A n,l,σ (k) := i σ Ψ n,l,σ (k), ∇ k Ψ n,l,σ (k) ,
Ω n,l,σ (k) := ∇ k × A n,l,σ (k) z .
By substituting Eqs. (27)- (30) into Eq. (34), we find the following relations:
A n,1,+ (k) = A n,2,− (k) = i cosh (θ n (k))ψ n (k), ∇ k cosh (θ n (k))ψ n (k) − i sinh (θ n (k))ψ n (k), ∇ k sinh (θ n (k))ψ n (k) = i ψ n (k), ∇ k ψ n (k) = A 
where J
(1)
y , J
z , and γ k = 1 + e i k·a1 + e i k·a2 . As in the previous case, we removed the DM interaction and added the easy axis anisotropy term on β sublattice. The energy spectra of these systems are shown in Fig. 4 . There are no topologically protected edge states in either case. 
x S = 1.03, J
y S = 0.97, J (1) z S = 1.02, κS = 0.5 and J ′ S = 2. In both cases, there are the edge states which do not traverse the energy gaps, i.e., topologically unprotected edge states.
